


































































SPECIAL BONUS SECTION
This was by far the longest and most “epic” comic young Nik produced, featuring the grand 
introduction of the AllSpongy Squadron. It was a mildly more professional step up from Prometheus 
#13, wherein I drew a color cover, learned the value of lettering in ALL CAPS, panel borders, and 
even added the help of an inker for most of the issue to tidy up my inept pencil art, in the form of my 
childhood pal Nate PerryThistle, who often got roped into being my creative lackey. It all kind of felt 
like the comics I could see in my head were coming into reality. This PDF version is scanned from 
the original art, warts and all, which I remarkably have somehow managed to hold on to ever since 
1987! 

Like a lot of these early comics, Prometheus #4 went through several “drafts.” Here’s an early cover 
done probably around the time I did Prometheus #2, and a slightly later version on the next page. 





For some reason I even started redrawing the story after a page or so  probably to do it again 
with better lettering and panel borders. Here’s the “first draft” of page 1 and part of page 2. Dig 
Spif with the pointy beard on page 2! 



Below, an early drawing by Nate PerryThistle, who kindly helped ink the first 2/3 or so of this issue.



 An unused editorial for this issue, discarded after the actual story went a bit differently than I'd 
imagined, and put together on the superhipfor1987 computer my dad had just gotten. On the 
ACTUAL “Slimeball Speaks” editorial that I wrote for this issue, it’s worth noting that pretty much 
nothing in the “Next Issue” description actually happens in the finished version of Prometheus #5! I 
had a habit of writing the editorials before I finished the actual comics and things were constantly 
changing along the way, otherwise known as "making it up as you went along." 



A chapter heading for "The Collected Prometheus," a booklet I put together just for 
friends and family that collected Prometheus #14.  



Looking back I actually think Prometheus #4 page 9, the brief cameo of “Dr. Terrapin” who 
wouldn’t really appear until next issue, is the best looking page of the issue with some cool panel 
designs. I doodled an imaginary “Official Handbook” style drawing of Tinkertoy/Dr. Terrapin I 
never finished. You know, I really should bring back Dr. Terrapin one of these days… 


